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About This Content

If you catch them at the wrong time the parasites are a race to be reckoned with. Every 200 years or so they travel the galaxy
looking for new hosts, and we're not suggesting that this is a race that excels at making people feel welcome at parties. The hosts

they are looking for will provide the much more vital role of keeping the parasites' immature larvae alive and prospering. For
198 years they have survived by feeding off a species whose own offspring have provided them with essential easily digested

nutrients and regenerative salves. However having selected the most sumptuous specimens from the population, the host species
has now been severely weakened and their nutrient content compromised.

The parasites always go too far, they never did get the idea of mutualism and they never have pets (for long). So now they are
venturing forth from their adopted home planet and in search of a cognate species which breeds freely and is able to give birth
at least once per year, with a good growth rate and preferably (although a bit of crunch is acceptable) without an exoskeleton.
The parasitoid race is no longer deterred by bright colouring of potential hosts as they know from experience that these are
sometimes simple dye additives that some races ingest in a rather feeble attempt to suggest they may be toxic. In the past

millennia the parasites have openly advertised their opening for a new host species, however this approach has never proven
successful. To save time they now battle, capture, screen and select prospective hosts, it saves a lot of time in the long run. They
have had 198 years to upgrade their battle fleet in between breeding and snacking and now want to change the menu. Mmm how

tasty are you?
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10 New ships. 4 Cruisers 3 Frigates and 3 fighters, all in a new graphical style by the same artist who did the original
GSB artwork. The parasite ships have multiple translucent sections in varying colors, coming accross as classy,
expensive, but also not to be messed with..
3 New ship equipment: The flak cannon is a cruiser weapon designed to target enemy fighter swarms. The cannon ahs an
'area-of-effect' damage as well as hitting the target ship. The Plasma slinger is a small but ultra-high-rate-of-fire plasma
torpedo weapon. This is the first plasma weapon that can have multiple torpedoes in flight at the same time. The missile
revenge scrambler is a whole new type of ECM weapon that actually sends missile back to attack the ship that launched
them, rather thamn just scrambling their guidance systems.
New ship bonuses. The parasites build these ships to last. Most of the new hulls have both integrity and armor bonuses.
The parasites aren't so good on the shields front, but they make up for it with stronger armor.
1 New Scenario. One new map for you to fight against the parasites, and to use in online challenges. Obviously you can
use the race in fighting any existing maps, from any other DLC or the base game.
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gratuitous space battles parasites

Awesome Ship designs.. Why is it possible to make a base game Linux-compatible but not its expansions? I mean, it's been
years.

I bought the expansions ages ago for my windows PC, but it won't work on my laptop which runs an open-source OS.

Between the laziness on display with the expansions' compatibility and the poor quality of GSB2, I think it's pretty clear that this
dev is finished.
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